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To start with …

Denmark – Land of Lego 1
1

Lego, from Danish “leg godt”: to play good

www.legoland.dk

The ISO/TC 211
Geographic Information/Geomatics

… building the foundation of the geospatial
infrastructure, brick by brick ...

See: www.isotc211.org
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A world full of sensors - everywhere!

Geospatial
infrastructure

In 2010 approx. 10.000 sensors per human on earth are expected!
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Bionics: Guiding idea is learning from nature

Bionics: Looking for technical solutions inspired by
the natural biological evolution.
Example left: Winglets at outboard wing assays of
planes.
Swarm: A group of individuals (birds, ants, fishes),
which communicate and operate self organized
and efficiently apparently without central control.
Sensor networks: The technical analogy of
swarms – at least as a vision.
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The current geodesists‘ challenge: Wireless Sensor Networks
Geosensor
Wireless Sensor Network [WSN]:
„A sensor network is an infrastructure comprised of
sensing (measuring), computing, and communication
elements that gives an administrator the ability to
instrument, observe, and react to events and
phenomena in a specified environment.“
„There are four basic components:
a) an assembly of distributed or localized sensors;
b) an interconnecting network
J. Wiley & Sons,
(usually, but not always, wireless-based);
New Jersey, 2007
c) a central point of information clustering; and
d) a set of computing resources at the central point (or beyond) to handle
data correlation, event trending, status querying, and data mining.“
(see SOHRABY et. al., 2007)

Geosensor networks are – with fluent transition – particular wireless sensor networks.
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Geosensor network [GSN]:
„A geosensor network may be loosely defined as a sensor network that monitors
phenomena in a geographic space.“
(NITTEL et al. : REPORT FROM THE FIRST WORKSHOP ON GEOSENSOR NETWORKS, Portland, 2003)

Compare the neologisms:
Geoinformation;
GeoInformation Systems [GIS];
Geoinformatic;
Geodata; GeoData Infrastructure [GDI].

Note:
The term „network“ essential means the
communicative component of the sensor
nodes and not their spatial relationships.
Within a GSN the term means both.

GSN may also be used to charge with spatial information, e.g. positioning services, and
to monitor changes in the positions of the sensor nodes. In this case, the sensor nodes
are embossed by geodetic instruments and/or methods, e.g. GNSS.
The main tasks of GSN are:
- Data acquisition for guidance and control, e.g. fleet management systems;
- Data acquisition for monitoring: early warning systems, catastrophe management.
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Design of a sensor node within GeoSNs for monitoring

Sensor node

location; e.g. GNSS

Processing
unit
(Control unit)

Sensing unit
#2

(temporary)
Storage unit

Sensing unit
#1

e.g. temperature

Sensing unit
#p
e.g. traffic load etc.

Optionally:
data
pre-processing

Communication
unit
(wireless/wireline)
Location
finding
system
Optionally:
actuator/mobilizer
e.g. a relocation device

Power unit(s)
Harsh environmental conditions!

permanent operation (possibly year-round),
e.g. recharge of batteries by solar cells
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Some characteristics of sensor nodes at a glance
- Several sensors can be attached to a sensor node.
- Sensor nodes may have the ability to conduct control impulses ("actors").
- The allocation of the measurement information demands localization with respect
to the neighbouring nodes respectively a geo referencing (“geosensors”).
- The allocation of the measurement information demands a temporal classification
in which, depending on the dynamics of the processes, the requests for the
synchronization are derived.
- Sensor nodes should have a distinct addressability.
- Sensor nodes may have the ability to transfer data ("relay stations").
- Sensor nodes may have the ability to reduce transferable data through pre-processing.
- For improvement aggregation nodes may be switched-on,
where sensor data is collected and pre-processed (decentralized network).
- Should the functioning of the sensor net remain also in case of failure of single sensor
nodes an infrastructural net configuration with Dynamic Source Routing is requested.

Wide range of numbers of sensor nodes in a network, may be sometimes q > 1000.
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What‘s the meaning of “typically“ ?
“WSN‘s are typically composed of a large number of low-cost, low-power, multifunctional
wireless devices deployed over a geographical area in an ad hoc fashion and without
careful planning.
Harnessing the potential benefits of WSN‘s requires a high-level of self-organization
and coordination among the sensors to perform the tasks required to support the underlying application. At the heart of this collaborative effort . . . is the need for wireless
sensor nodes to self-organize into a multihop wireless network.“ (SHORABY et al., 2007)
In addition to that (web search):
- Miniaturized node dimensions.
- Robust against external influences
(e. g. during airdropping).
- Self-contained decomposition,
no planned removal.
-…
But:
- There is no universal sensor network, the application determines the specification!
- The above statements are not relevant in all cases!
- The above statements are to be understood as “relatively”!
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Examples for WSN respectively GSN

IP Firefighter
www.systematic.dk

→ Already in use in Copenhagen!

Network centric warfare
(guidance and control
in military operations)

Further examples:
- Smart houses
( e. g. heating, ventilation)
- Smart structures
(e. g. vibration damper
in earth quake areas)
- Smart dust
(e. g. for intelligence)
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Examples for WSN/GSN in daily life concern: weather, climate etc.
Meteorological services
Observation stations
of the DWD

Environmental awareness
Ozone
dissemination
in western
Europe

www.dwd.de

www.eurad.uni-koeln.de

RIU:
Rhenish Institute for Environmental Research,
University of Cologne

World wide weather reports,
available for everybody via internet
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GSN: Don‘t we have it right now?
www.gitews.de
www.sapos.de

Tsunami Early Warning System (TEWS)

- Active reference systems
[national, continental, global],

www.epncb.oma.be
EUREF

- early warning systems,
- Control- and guidance systems,
-…
are geosensor networks

IGS

www.toll-collect.de

www.igscb.jpl.nasa.gov

On-Board-Unit

Toll station
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Technical realms of GSN: Sensing, communication, computing
Assortment of global
standardization players:

Wi-Fi Alliance

3GPP

Communication,
e. g. wireless or
via internet

GSN

!
International
Electrotechnical
Commission

ISO, a. o.
TC 42, TC 172

Sensing,
sensor
technologies

Computing,
handling of
geodata

CEN/TC 287

ISO/TC 211
apple

→ Interdisciplinary adjustment and amendment of standardization is requested.
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ISO/TC 211 Geographic Information/Geomatics

The goal of ISO/TC 211...

www.isotc211.org

... is to develop a family of international standards that will
- support the understanding and usage of geographic information,
- increase the availability, access, integration, and sharing of geographic
information, enable inter-operability of geospatially enabled computer systems
-.

..

Geosensor networks are a matter of geospatial infrastructure!

The mission of ISO/TC 211 Advisory Group on Outreach …
… is to promote the adoption of ISO/TC 211 standards
in user communities in terms of:
But also the vice versa tasks:
- to be aware of new developments
- create awareness
- enable education and training
- to be adopted to new techniques
- facilitate adoption and implementation
- capture user requirements and feedback
- generate outreach resources
- to impulse the Business Plan! 14
- maintain the Business Plan
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OGC® initiative Sensor Web Enablement (SWE)

Botts, M., Percivall, G., Reed, C., Davidson, J.: OGC® Sensor Web Enablement:
Overview And High Level Architecture. OGC White Paper, February 27 2007
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SWE – the essential goals at a glance

- Sensors will/must be web accessible.
- Sensors and sensor data will/must be discoverable.
- Sensors will be self-describing to humans and software using a standard encoding. !
- Sensor observations will be easily accessible in real time.
- Standardized web services will exist for accessing sensor information and sensor
observations.
- Sensor systems will be capable of real time mining of observations to find
phenomena of immediate interest.
- Sensors will be capable of issuing alerts based on observations, as well as be
able to respond to alerts issued by other sensors.
- Software will be capable of geolocating and processing observations from a
newly discovered sensor
→ A standardized and well-accepted framework is requested to reach these goals!
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SWE – the concept
A well-thought out framework of interfaces and protocols (based on XML) is requested
- Sensor Model Language [OGC 05-086]
models and schema for describing sensor characteristics
- Observation & Measurement [OGC 05-087]
models and schema for encoding sensor observations
- Transducer Model Language [OGC 05-085]
conceptual model for describing transducers and data streaming
- Sensor Observation Service [OGC 05-088]
access sensor information and sensor observations
- Sensor Planning Service [OGC 05-089]
task sensors or sensor systems
- Sensor Alert Service [OGC 05-098]
asynchronous notification of sensor events
and already developed by OGC®.
OGC® SWE is technically mature –
but not everything related to GSN can be solved by the Web & GIS.
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Basic scheme of a monitoring geosensor network
Possible Alarm
e.g. via SMS, email

Sensor node #q
Sensor Field

- wireline

evaluation
visualization
archiving

Dual System

Sensor node #3

Program a) Program b)
data junction, conversion and preparation

Sensor node #2

Communication

Sensor node #1

- wireless

Master station

Remote Control
Data Transfer

Data Transfer

Host computer
admin modus

Host computer
view modus

Gateway

Detailed (individual) planning of a system:
- which application?
- which kind of sensors?
- which particular communication techniques according to which amounts of data?
a) in the field to the master station
b) from the master station to any host computer
- which existing and suitable software tools can be used?
→ No “commercial of the shelf” approach without well-accepted standards.
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Total station as a sensor node
Leica TCA 2003
object
points

1

„wireless communication“

2

RS232

...

Lemo plug

Sensor node
p
Sensor(s)

Processor
(Controller +
EEPROM)

Ability of localization
respectively
geo referencing

Communication
unit

Optionally: ability
of temporary
data storage

Energy supply

PCMCIA
reference points

Camcorder accus
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Research project
(since 4/2007)

alpine Early WArning
System for landslide
monitoring
Tasks:
Integration of GNSS,
TPS and TDR into a
geosensor network.
Field communication
performed by WLAN.
Remote access to master
station via internet.
Software development for
a combined evaluation
and visualization.
See www.alpEWAS.de
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Conclusion: Benefit of GSN through integration

“Brick by brick” philosophy:
Isn‘t it a similar challenge within GSN?

!

A need for standards is exigent, some are already existent.
A deeper discussion of the need for ISO standards related
to GSN is worthwhile!

Compare Business Plan 01/06/2005, page 7: Previously, standardization was a process
for recognizing and codifying the status quo of technology. Standardization is now
beginning to define the requirements and implementation of new technology.

Question: GSN standardization activities acting as the stimulator of improvements?
Work items could be for instance:
- GSN terminology / GSN architecture / GSN global requirements, etc.,
- potential cross links to established existing standards (e. g. OGC SWE),
- shortfalls of other standards with respect to GSN.

Thank you for the invitation for this presentation!
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